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Abstract
The cutoff value for a new diagnostic test for classifying cases as positive or negative may be determined utilizing some statistical techniques also in addition to clinical and other criteria. Mean ± 2SD, ROC curve, discriminant score methods may prove to be useful statistical tools for such situation.

When a new diagnostic test is developed or when a diagnostic test is to be used in a clinical condition different from the one for which the test was developed, test's cutoff score may require re-determination. This determination or re-determination may usually be based on biological, clinical or demographic situations. Some statistical methods may also be used or may be used in addition to the clinical experiences, analytical and empirical evidences for finding more reliable and valid cutoff point for classifying cases as positive or negative. 95% confidence interval (CI) of mean i.e. Mean ± 2SD method, ROC curve, discriminant function analysis may prove to be helpful statistical tools for such situation.

MEAN ± 2SD
An easy, crude and commonly used method is the application of 95%CI of mean for choosing a cutoff. A sample of adequate size of diagnosed cases (known positive cases) suffering from particular disease may be chosen. Then the diagnostic test is administered and values observed for cases are recorded. Mean and standard deviation (SD) of test values are calculated. Now an interval obtained by subtracting 2 x SD from mean and by adding 2 x SD to mean (that is, μ ± 2σ) shows that the chance of a test value coming outside this interval will be less than 5%. The lower limit of this interval (i.e. mean - 2SD) may be considered as cutoff point. If a subject's test value comes less than this cutoff then may be considered negative (normal) and if value comes greater than or equal to cutoff value then considered positive (diseased). This method may carry a chance of declaring some false negative cases, which can lower its sensitivity. Alternatively, this method may be carried out on a sample of known negative cases. In this case the upper limit of its 95%CI (i.e. mean + 2SD) may be taken as cutoff value. If a subject's test value comes greater than this cutoff value then may be considered positive (diseased). This approach may carry a chance of declaring some false positive cases that can lower its specificity. Depending upon the seriousness of the loss that may incur on lower sensitivity or specificity, a suitable approach may be chosen.

For illustration, take an example of CA-125 a glycoprotein, which is commonly used tumor marker in ovarian carcinoma. In a small study mean ± sd of CA-125 for healthy volunteers was reported 8.08 ± 3.26 U/ml. Assuming if it is a large sample and drawn randomly from a specific population then, 95%CI comes 1.56 to 14.60 (i.e. 8.08 – 2x3.26 to 8.08 + 2x3.26). This shows that the chance of the value of CA-125 in such situation coming outside the interval 1.56 to 14.60 is less than 5%. In simple words, there is a high chance that test value for such healthy subjects may come in between 1.56 to 14.60. Now the upper limit of this interval i.e. 14.60 may be taken as a cutoff score. To determine cutoff score of this marker for specific diseased group, mean and sd of randomly drawn large sample from such diseased population can be used to obtain 95% confidence interval whose lower limit may be chosen as cutoff value. A subject having higher value than this cutoff may be considered as positive (diseased).

This method may work as a preliminary exercise in determining cutoff score of a test under varying conditions. The drawback here is that upper limit found for negative (healthy) subjects may not coincide with the lower limit found for positive (diseased) cases. Sometimes there may be a gap between the two and sometimes they overlap.
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**ROC CURVE**

Receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve between sensitivity and 1-specificity is a useful method to evaluate the performance of a diagnostic test in classification of subjects into two categories (say) positive and negative.\(^1\) ROC curve may be used to judge how well the test performs. If area under the curve is near 1 it has higher chance of correct classification and when it is near 0, higher chance of incorrectly classifying in opposite group. The value 0.5 shows the test is no better than just tossing a coin for classification into positive or negative.\(^2\) Some statistical software (like SPSS ver.10 or onwards) may be used for ROC curve. For determination of cutoff value this method may also be used. A sample of adequate size may be taken with known positive and negative cases. Then administer the diagnostic test and note the values observed. For every observed value this method displays sensitivity and 1-specificity of the test. Now one may choose a particular observed value of the test as cutoff value, which corresponds to the desired sensitivity and specificity (or 1-specificity).

In a study\(^3\) to determine the cutoff value of serum I-CaD determined by ELISA for differentiating between patients with or without a glioma, a receiver-operating characteristics analysis was done. Taking each observed value as cutoff, ROC gives sensitivity and specificity of the test. This study reported the following result:

**Figure 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test values observed</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is to be seen here that when 50 is taken as cutoff sensitivity decreased though specificity increased slightly. So a serum I-CaD value 45 may be thought of optimally better cutoff for differentiating patients. However, in a situation where high sensitivity is more desirable than high specificity, one may look for cutoff value even smaller than 40 similarly, when high specificity is more important, cutoff value greater than 50 may be chosen for classification.

A high sensitivity results in low number of false negative cases while high specificity leads to low number of false positive cases. Therefore, depending on the situation, requirement and seriousness of loss due to misclassification, optimal value of sensitivity and specificity is decided and the test value corresponding to this may be taken as cutoff score for classification.

**DISCRIMINANT SCORE**

Discriminant function analysis is a popular tool in solving classification problem. A function is generated from a sample of known positive and negative cases then, the function is used for new cases with observed diagnostic test values to classify them as positive or negative. This method gives for each case discriminant score and predicted group membership corresponding to the observed test value. More elaborately, let a sample of known negative (normal) and positive (suffering with the particular disease) cases be chosen. The diagnostic test (for which cutoff is to be determined) may now be administered and the test value observed may be recorded. Perform discriminant function analysis using some statistical software. Observed test values will be entered in one column and known group membership (positive or negative) in another column. Result of the analysis will display discriminant score and predicted group membership for each case. If the test is such that low value indicates normal (negative) and high value as disease (positive) then, sort the cases according to discriminant score in ascending order. When it is arranged in increasing order of discriminant score, locate the case (row) from where the predicted group membership changes. The test value corresponding to this discriminant score from where predicted group membership changes (from normal to disease) might be taken as cutoff score. A value coming greater than or equal to this cutoff will be treated as positive while less than cutoff value as negative. If a test is such that low value indicates disease (positive) and high value as normal (negative) then also this method can be used to find a cutoff. Discriminant score may prove to be a suitable method in such type of situation requiring determination of cutoff value of a diagnostic test. It is also to be mentioned here that this method may be used for determining cutoff scores of more than one diagnostic test administered at a time. That is, when classification is to be made based on scores of more than one diagnostic tests together.

Lastly, it is worth mentioning here that determination of cutoff value may not be considered as prerogative of a statistician. A value derived by analyzing data may
sometime be clinically unacceptable on certain grounds.
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